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Abstract
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a structurally simple and non-toxic water-soluble polymer
that is widely used in medical and pharmaceutical applications as molecular linker and spacer.
In such applications, PEG’s elastic response against conformational deformations is key to its
function. According to text-book knowledge, a polymer reacts to the stretching of its end-
to-end separation by an decrease in entropy that is due to the reduction of available con-
formations, this is why polymers are commonly called entropic springs. By a combination
of single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments with molecular dynamics simulations in
explicit water, we show that entropic hydration effects almost exactly compensate the chain
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conformational entropy loss at high stretching. Our simulations reveal that this entropic com-
pensation is due to the stretching-induced release of water molecules that in the relaxed state
form double hydrogen bonds with PEG. As a consequence, the stretching response of PEG
is predominantly of energetic, not of entropic, origin at high forces and caused by hydration
effects, while PEG backbone deformations only play a minor role. These findings demonstrate
the importance of hydration for the mechanics of macromolecules and constitute a case exam-
ple that sheds light on the antagonistic interplay of conformational and hydration degrees of
freedom.
Keywords: Polyethylene glycol, hydration, macromolecule elastic response, single-molecule force
spectroscopy, molecular dynamics simulation
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is used in a wide range of chemical, medical and technological ap-
plications.1–5 It is the simplest water-soluble organic polymer and consists of the monomer unit
-(CH2-CH2-O)- without any side chains. PEG is non-toxic and chemically inert and thus suitable
in pharmaceutical applications as drug carrier,6–8 spacer molecule9,10 or as hydrogel formula-
tion.11,12 When end-grafted on surfaces it forms the basis of bioresistant and antifouling coat-
ings.13,14
A crucial property of polymers is their elastic resistance against conformational deformations
away from the unstretched equilibrium state. Polymers do not like to be compressed, this is why
they can be used to build up osmotic pressure or to keep the proper distance between surfaces.15–17
They also do not like to be extended, which is at the basis of rubber elasticity.18 A number of
simplified polymer models for the response to an external stretching force have been proposed:
In the freely-jointed chain (FJC) model monomers are linked by stiff rods of fixed length without
any angular constraints; since energetic effects are not taken into account the deformation penalty
is purely entropic.19,20 In the worm-like chain (WLC) model the chain contour is described as a
continuous elastic line governed by bending energy;21,22 also the stretching response of the WLC
model is dominated by entropy while the energy in fact favors the extended state (see Supplement
and our discussion below). This led to the general notion that polymers are entropic springs.
Accordingly, a rubber band heats up when it is extended while it cools down when it is relaxed.20,23
In all these theoretical models the molecular solvent is replaced by a homogeneous continuum
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background within which a polymer moves, but it is not clear whether discrete solvent degrees of
freedom modify or influence this simple picture in a significant way.
As has been shown earlier, water binds differently to PEG in the unstretched state compared
to the stretched state.24 While at low external stretching force single water molecules dominantly
form two hydrogen bonds (HBs) with two neighboring oxygen atoms on the PEG backbone, in the
high-force extended state solvation water predominantly forms single HBs.24,25 These hydrogen-
bonding properties of PEG have also been shown to give rise to rather complex phase behavior of
PEG solutions as a function of temperature and pressure.26 As we demonstrate in this paper by a
tight combination of single-molecule atomic-force microscope (AFM) experiments and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, doubly hydrogen-bonded water molecules lose significant orienta-
tional entropy compared to singly hydrogen-bonded hydration water. The gain in water orien-
tational entropy due to the replacement of doubly by singly hydrogen-bonded hydration water
almost exactly compensates the chain conformational entropy loss upon stretching. As a conse-
quence, PEG turns from an entropic spring at low stretching to an energetic spring at high force.
In fact, this energetic stretching response at high force is due to the release of hydration water,
while the energetic contribution linked to PEG backbone deformations is negligible. This not
only shows that water as a discrete solvent dictates the stretching thermodynamics of the simplest
water-soluble polymer, it also opens ways to control and manipulate PEG conformation by ther-
modynamic means. PEG is a very simple polymer without side chains, but the mechanism of how
solvation water entropically discriminates between folded and unfolded monomers presumably
applies to all macromolecules where conformational change modifies the propensity of forming
double hydrogen bonds with solvation water and is most likely not restricted to PEG. Our anal-
ysis starts with a quantitative comparison of MD simulations with experiments, which serves as
a validation of our simulation model. For this comparison we performed single-molecule force
spectroscopy experiments using two different experimental setups in the full force range from 10
pN to 700 pN. To eliminate a free fitting parameter in the comparison of experimental AFM data
and MD simulations, we determine the vertical PEG grafting position on the AFM cantilever tip
by comparison with ab initio high-force stretching curves. We also compare our MD simulations
with previously published dynamic-light-scattering results for the radius of gyration of PEG coils
in the absence of stretching force. For this comparison we determine the PEG Kuhn length from
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MD low-force stretching curves. In both comparisons we obtain excellent quantitative agreement,
which lends the necessary credibility to our further thermodynamics analysis of the PEG stretching
simulations.
Results and Discussion
Force-extension relation of PEG:
In Figure 1a) the force-extension relation obtained from single molecule force-spectroscopy exper-
iments (colored filled spheres) is shown. To demonstrate the robustness of our experimental results,
we present results from two distinct experimental setups obtained with two different atomic-force
microscopes (AFMs) and using two different anchoring chemistries (see Methods section). In the
first setup a single PEG chain is covalently attached via one end to the AFM cantilever tip and ad-
heres via a terminal dopamine-group to a TiO2-surface (schematically depicted in Figure 1b). The
second experimental setup employs a double-tether approach, where PEG chains are covalently
bound to the AFM cantilever tip and to a gold surface via their ends and tightly adhere to each
other via trivalent pyridine nanorods27 (schematically depicted in Figure 1c); all measurements
are performed in deionized water. In both experiments the tip-surface separation z is increased at
fixed velocities and z as well as the force f exerted on the AFM cantilever are recorded.
Note that in order to allow for comparison with simulation data, in Figure 1a) we plot the force
f versus the PEG end-to-end distance zete rescaled by the PEG contour length L. The experi-
mental PEG segment number N is determined by the average molecular weight provided by the
manufacturer, giving N=226 for the PEG chains used in the single-tether setup and N=427 for the
sum of two chains in the double-tether setup (note that N+ 1 corresponds to the number of PEG

































Figure 1: a) PEG stretching force data from AFM experiments (colored symbols). The AFM
data come from two different setups that are schematically explained in subfigures b) and c). The
PEG end-to-end distance zete is rescaled by the contour length L which follows via Eq. (1) from
the segment number N and the equilibrium monomer length a0. The dotted and dashed-dotted
lines denote the worm-like chain (WLC) and the freely-jointed chain (FJC) predictions using the
independently determined values for the contour length L and the Kuhn length b, both models
obviously do not describe the PEG stretching behavior. b) Schematics of the experimental PEG












Figure 2: a) Schematics of the anchoring geometry on the AFM cantilever tip. The PEG anchoring
position is displaced by a vertical shift ∆z. b) The AFM data at strong stretching is compared with
the ab initio quantum-chemical stretching force prediction (broken straight line). Only the AFM
data for f > 375pN (denoted by open spheres) is fitted to the quantum-chemical stretching force
and used to determine the vertical anchoring position ∆z (schematically explained in a)) that relates
the experimentally measured tip-surface separation z to the end-to-end separation zete via Eq. (2).
c) Electrostatic potential distribution on an iso-electronic density surface of 2-methoxyethyl ether
(CH3-[O-CH2-CH2]2-O-CH3), which corresponds to the PEG unit-cell, in the equilibrium state
with a monomer length of a0=0.356nm from ab initio calculations. Negative potentials are shown
in red, positive potentials in blue. d) Ground-state energy of 2-methoxyethyl ether per segment
in vacuum from ab initio calculations as a function of the monomer length a. The minimum
determines the equilibrium monomer length a0=0.356nm (denoted by the vertical dotted line), the
solid curve is a parabolic fit that determines the zero-temperature PEG stretching response, shown






Figure 3: MD simulations of the PEG force-extension-relation: a) MD stretching force data for a
PEG chain with N = 23 segments in the low force regime, the straight-line fit according to Eq. (3)
yields a Kuhn length of b = 0.68± 0.02nm. b) Comparison of PEG stretching force data from
AFM experiments (colored symbols) and MD simulations (open symbols, N=11) over the entire
force range. The same experimental data is shown in Figure 1a). The PEG end-to-end distance zete
is rescaled by the contour length L which follows via Eq. (1) from the segment number N and the
equilibrium monomer length a0. c) Snapshot of the MD simulation for a PEG chain with N = 11
segments at a vertical stretching force of f = 120pN.
using the equilibrium PEG monomer length a0 which we determine from ab initio quantum chem-
istry (AIQC) calculations (as will be explained below). However, the quantitative comparison of
experimental and simulation data is subject to a subtle complication: The anchoring position of
the PEG terminus on the cantilever tip is unknown and involves a vertical shift ∆z, as schemati-
cally depicted in Figure 2a). Hence the measured tip-surface separation z does not equal the PEG
end-to-end distance zete but rather is substantially reduced, and is described by the relation
zete = z+∆z. (2)
We determine the shift ∆z by fitting the experimental force-extension data for stretching forces
larger than 375pN (denoted by open spheres in Figure 2b) to the theoretical force-extension pre-
diction from AIQC calculations (broken straight line). For this we determine the ground-state
energy of 2-methoxyethyl ether, CH3-[O-CH2-CH2]2-O-CH3, i.e. the PEG unit cell, as a function
of the distance between the outer oxygen atoms, which corresponds to twice the PEG monomer
length a, see inset in Figure 2c). Figure 2d) shows the total stretching energy per monomer E(a),
relative to the energy minimum, as a function of the monomer length a. The energy minimum
determines the equilibrium monomer length a0=0.356nm, which is used to calculate the PEG con-
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tour length according to Eq. (1). We obtain L = 80.5nm in the single-tether and L = 152.5nm
in the double-tether setup. The slope of the energy curve in Figure 2d), which is well fitted by a
parabola (denoted by a solid line), corresponds to the stretching force f and is in Figure 2b) as well
as in Figure 1a) and Figure 3b) denoted by a broken straight line. Note that the ab initio stretching
curve is obtained in vacuum at zero temperature and thus solely results from bond stretching and
bond angle deformations. The experimental data in Figure 2b) in fact converge nicely to the ab
initio curve at elevated forces, showing that chain conformational fluctuations and solvent effects
are negligible in the high-force limit.28 The only fit parameter in the comparison in Figure 2b) is
the vertical shift ∆z, we find values for ∆z between 20nm and 45nm (see Supplement for details of
the fitting procedure). Compared to the PEG contour lengths used in our experiments, the vertical
shifts are considerable, consequently it is important to correctly account for them in our analysis.
After determining the vertical shifts ∆z and rescaling the experimental data by the contour
length L, the experimental data for all measurements in Figure 1a) overlap over the whole force
range, demonstrating that the force-extension-relation is a generic feature of PEG, independent
of the anchoring chemistry, the contour length or the measurement setup. Our MD simulation
results for a PEG chain consisting of N = 11 segments in explicit water, shown as black circles
in Figure 3b), quantitatively agree with the experimental data over the entire force range. In the
simulations, a constant force f in z-direction is applied to the chain ends and the averaged end-to-
end-distance zete, defined as the distance between the outermost oxygen atoms projected along the
force, is measured (see Figure 3c) for a simulation snapshot). We use the charmm35r force-field29
that contains a modified O-C-C-O dihedral potential to improve the gauche-trans conformation
ratio. In the current context it is interesting to note that the original charmm35 force field30 was
optimized based on thermodynamic quantities such as volume fraction and heat capacity of short
ethers such as 1,2-dimethoxyethane. Our results demonstrate that charmm35r quantitatively de-
scribes the elastic properties of PEG chains over the entire force range. From the ab initio data
in Figure 2d) an elastic stretching modulus of γ = a0d2E(a)/da2 = 89nN is obtained, which is
significantly higher than the stretching modulus obtained from MD simulations in vacuum and at
zero temperature, γMD = 54nN (see Supplement for details), which explains the smaller slope of
the MD data in Figure 3b) compared to the ab initio data at forces larger than about 400 pN. We did
not attempt to modify the MD force field to make up for this large-force behavior, mostly because
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the effects we are after already show up at intermediate forces around 100pN.
Besides the contour length L, the other important polymer length scale is the Kuhn length. For
an ideal polymer, the stretching response for small enough external force is linear and given by
zete/L= b f/(3kBT ), (3)
which can be viewed as a definition of the Kuhn length b once the contour length L is known.20,31 In
Figure 3a) the MD-simulation force-extension relation for a PEG chain with N = 23 segments for
forces smaller than 10pN is shown. A straight line fit according to Eq. (3) yields a Kuhn length of
b= 0.68±0.02nm. The Kuhn length b turns out to be roughly twice the monomer length a0, which
is in reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions for a homogeneous freely rotating chain
model.32,33 This is different from the case of peptides, for which the inhomogeneous chemical
backbone structure has been shown to lead to a considerably increased Kuhn length because of
restricted dihedral rotations.34
The force-distance relations for the WLC and FJC models are in Figure 1a) included as dotted
and dashed-dotted lines, respectively (see Supplement for the explicit expressions). Note that in
this comparison the Kuhn length b= 0.68nm is taken from the low-force fit of the MD simulation
data in in Figure 3a), which via the relation `p = b/2 also determines the persistence length `p of
the WLC model.32 So there is actually no free fitting parameter in this comparison, since the PEG
contour length L is independently determined from the experimental large-force data in Figure 2b)
by comparison with the quantum-chemical stretching response. We see that both models fail to
describe the PEG stretching behavior even qualitatively. Interestingly, the FJC as well as the
WLC model fits the experimental data very well when Kuhn length and contour length are used as
free fitting parameters (see Supplement). On the one hand, this explains why the WLC model is
commonly used to fit experimental PEG stretching data.35–37 On the other hand, this demonstrates
that the short coming of standard polymer stretching models is only revealed when the fundamental
polymer length scales b and L are determined independently, as is the case in Figure 1a). These
results for PEG are different from the classical example of DNA stretching, where the FJC model
fails but the WLC chain model correctly describes the DNA stretching data over the entire force
range.21 The reason is that the DNA Kuhn length reaches 100 nm and thus is the by far largest
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length scale in the problem. For PEG, the Kuhn length b is less than a nanometer and thus of the
same order as the segment length a0, which is the scale at which solvation effects come in, as we
will explicitly demonstrate below.
Equilibrium size of PEG coils:
To further validate our MD simulations, we present the average end-to-end distance Rete (measured
between the outermost oxygen atoms) in the absence of an external stretching force as a function
of segment number N ranging from N = 1 to N = 23 in Figure 4a) . For an ideal chain, i.e. in the







Figure 4: Equilibrium size of PEG coils: a) MD simulation results for the end-to-end distance
Rete of PEG as a function of the segment number N. The ideal-chain prediction Eq. (4) with
the monomer length a0 = 0.356nm taken from ab initio calculations in Figure 2d) and the Kuhn
length b = 0.68nm from the fit in Figure 3a) is shown as a broken line. The solid line shows
a fit according to the Flory model Eq. (5) yielding an effective monomer length aFlory = 0.40±
0.004nm. b) Comparison of the radius of gyration Rg from MD simulations (open spheres) and
light scattering experiments38 (filled spheres) in a double-logarithmic plot. The ideal and Flory





RFloryg ' 0.398RFloryete using the results for Rete from a).
Using the value b=0.68nm for the Kuhn length previously determined from the low-force MD
stretching data in Figure 3a) and the value a0 = 0.356nm from the ab initio calculations, we see in
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Figure 4a) that the simulation data follow the ideal chain behavior (broken line) with only minor
deviations for large N, without invoking an additional fitting parameter. In fact, self-avoidance




where the effective monomer length aFlory depends on the monomer-monomer interaction parame-
ters (i.e. the second virial coefficient) and the Kuhn and monomer lengths in a complex manner.20
From a fit of Eq. (5) to the MD data in Figure 4a), indicated by a solid line, we obtain a value
of aFlory = 0.40±0.004nm, we also see that the Flory law Eq. (5) describes the MD data slightly
better than the ideal scaling law Eq. (4). In Figure 4b) we compare the radius of gyration Rg from
MD simulations (open circles), obtained from the definition R2g =∑i, j(ri−r j)2/(2N2) via a double
sum over the monomer positions ri, with experimental light scattering data.38 We also include the





for an ideal chain and RFloryg ' 0.398RFloryete for a self-avoiding chain.40 Note that the power laws
indicated in Figure 4b) by straight lines do not result from a fit but rather follow from the parame-
ters of the curves shown already in Figure 4a). From the comparison in Figure 4b) it transpires that
the MD data, when extrapolated according to a self-avoiding chain, is in perfect agreement with
experimental scattering data, validating our simulation model also in terms of the equilibrium (i.e.
unstretched) behavior of long PEG chains.
Thermodynamics of stretched PEG:
Having validated our PEG simulation model and our simulation techniques by quantitative compar-
ison with experimental data for strongly stretched as well as for unstretched (equilibrium) chains,
we are now in a position to unravel the thermodynamic signature of PEG stretching, the key ques-
tion of this paper that is difficult to address directly in experiments.41 By integration of the simu-
lated PEG force-extension relation we obtain the free energy change with respect to the force-free






ete. We also calculate from the simulation tra-
jectory the total energy change U and from that the change of the entropy contribution to the free
energy TS=U−F . All three quantities are in Figure 5a) shown per PEG segment as a function of
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the applied force f (data points). Strikingly, the free energy F is given almost entirely by the en-
ergyU and the entropy contribution−TS is positive but very small. Interestingly,−TS (green data
points) exhibits an initial increase for small forces, passes through a minimum around f ≈ 200pN
and increases weakly for larger force but is strictly smaller than 1kBT.
In Figure 5b) we compare the relative energy U/F (red squares) with the relative entropy con-
tribution −TS/F (green triangles). This presentation shows that the PEG stretching entropy is
dominant for forces smaller than 100pN but becomes negligible for larger forces. The compari-
son with standard polymer models brings further insight: In the freely-jointed chain (FJC) model
the stretching free energy is entirely due to entropy, and thus U/F = 0 while −TS/F = 1, inde-
pendent of force, as indicated by red and green broken horizontal lines, in stark contrast to the
MD data. The worm-like chain (WLC) model describes a polymer as a continuous elastic line
and is the preferred model for describing the stretching response of synthetic as well as biological
polymers.22,42,43 Since the WLC elastic energy decreases with rising force and reaches zero in the
infinite force limit, the relative entropy contribution −TS/F is even higher than in the FJC model.
In fact, a simple calculation (fully presented in Supplement) shows that in the WLC model one
has U/F=-1 and −TS/F=2 (red and green dotted horizontal lines), disagreeing even more vividly
(including the force-free limit) with the MD data. As we will show below, the non-standard ther-
modynamic signature of PEG stretching is caused by the coupling of PEG conformational and
solvent degrees of freedom, not by energetic properties associated with backbone elasticity.
In Figure 5c) the fraction of PEG monomers in trans-conformation, φtrans, as determined by
the O-C-C-O dihedral angle ψ , is shown. At zero external force monomers are predominantly in
a gauche-conformation and φtrans=4%, while φtrans increases continuously with rising force and
reaches φtrans=98% at a force of f=600pN. The gauche-trans transition of PEG monomers thus







Figure 5: Thermodynamics of a stretched PEG chain: a) Decomposition of the MD stretching free
energy F per PEG segment into energy U and entropy contributions −TS (data points). The solid
lines show model estimates that include solvation effects according to Eq. (6), Eq. (9), Eq. (10).
The dotted line shows the entropy of the FJC model, −TSFJC, Eq. (8), while the broken line shows
the pure solvation entropy contribution −TSsolv, Eq. (7). The blue crosses show the energetic
PEG backbone contribution, due to bond length and bond angle deformations, which is rather
negligible over the entire force range. b) Relative stretching energy U/F and stretching entropy
−TS/F from simulations (data points) compared with FJC (horizontal broken lines) and WLC
predictions (horizontal dotted lines). c) The fraction of PEG segments in the trans conformation
φtrans increases with increasing force.
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Thermodynamics of the gauche-to-trans transition of a single PEGmonomer:
To connect the PEG-monomer gauche-trans transition with the thermodynamics of the stretching
response of an entire PEG chain, we need an in-depth understanding of the thermodynamic re-
sponse of the water degrees of freedom upon external force application. This is not possible using
the MD simulations of entire PEG chains. The shortest PEG section that contains an O-C-C-O di-
hedral is 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME: CH3-O-CH2-CH2-O-CH3). Figure 6a) shows the DME free
energy landscape FDME(dOO) as a function of the oxygen-oxygen distance dOO from umbrella MD
simulations47 of a single DME in water. Note that FDME(dOO) by construction does not contain the
conformational PEG backbone entropy associated with the gauche-to-trans transition of individual
PEG segments. It therefore allows to concentrate the discussion on pure solvation effects. The two
pronounced free energy minima at dOO =0.3nm and dOO =0.367nm correspond to the gauche- and
trans-conformations, respectively. The gauche conformation is in the absence of external force
favored over the trans state by a free energy difference of ∆FDME=2.8kBT, as can be read off from
the two broken horizontal lines through the free energy minima.
This resonate well with our finding in Figure 5c) that only φtrans=4% of PEG monomers are
in the trans state at zero force. In fact, the simulation result φtrans=4% is not too far off from the
simple Boltzmann estimate for the trans-state probability e−2.8/(1+e−2.8)' 0.06 using the DME
free energy difference ∆FDME=2.8kBT. To decompose the free energy change ∆FDME into solvent
entropy and energy, we perform MD simulations in which the dihedral angle ψ is harmonically
constraint to ψ=120±5o, corresponding to the gauche state, and ψ=0±5o, the trans state. The
two resulting approximately Gaussian probability distributions are shown in Figure 6a) by dashed-
dotted curves, confirming that our ψ-constrained simulations successfully single out the gauche-
and trans-conformation ensembles. The thermodynamic decomposition of ∆FDME in Figure 6b)
shows that while the energy difference ∆UDME is positive, the entropy contribution −T∆SDME in-
deed is negative, i.e., the entropy, which is entirely due to solvent degrees of freedom, increases
significantly when going from the gauche to the trans state. The further decomposition of the
energy according to ∆UDME = UPP +UPW +UWW shows that both PEG-PEG and water-water-
interactions prefer the trans conformation, since UPP < 0 and UWW < 0, however the total energy
is dominated by the much larger PEG-water contribution UPW > 0 which prefers the gauche state.
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We conclude that it is the PEG-water interaction which favors the more compact gauche state on
a purely energetic basis. This is quite counter-intuitive since PEG is polar and one would expect
that the compact gauche state should be favored by PEG-PEG interactions while the extended trans




























Figure 6: Thermodynamics of a single PEG monomer: a) Free energy of 1,2-dimethoxyethane
(DME) in water in dependence of the distance between the oxygen atoms dOO, determined from
MD umbrella simulations (black solid curve). The left minimum corresponds to the gauche confor-
mation, while the right minimum corresponds to the trans conformation. The probability distribu-
tions p(dOO) employed in our constrained simulations at dihedral angles ψ=0±5o and ψ=120±5o
are shown in blue and green. b) Energy decomposition for the transition of a single DME from
gauche to trans. The free energy difference ∆FDME is obtained from the free energy profile in
a). To determine the internal energy change ∆UDME constrained simulations at fixed dihedral
angles ψ=0±5o and ψ=120±5o are performed. The internal energy change is furthermore de-
composed into PEG-PEG (PP), PEG-water (PW ) and water-water (WW ) interactions according to
∆UDME =UPP+UPW+UWW. c) Schematic picture of a water bridge with two (left) and one (right)
hydrogen involved. d) Schematic picture of a water configuration forming a single hydrogen bond
with PEG. e) Total number of hydrogen bonds, nHB, and total number of water bridges (multiplied
by two), 2nWB, per segment for a PEG chain with N = 11 segments in dependence of the applied
force.
These thermodynamic results can be microscopically understood from the number of PEG-water
hydrogen bonds nHB and water bridges nWB. Here we denote a water bridge as a water molecule
that forms two hydrogen bonds with PEG, this can either involve both hydrogens of a single water
molecule, as indicated in Figure 6c) on the left side, or only a single water hydrogen, see Figure 6c)
to the right. While the number of water bridges per PEG monomer nWB in Figure 6e) (black tri-
angles) decreases strongly with increasing force and vanishes at forces larger than f ' 400pN, the
total number of PEG-water HBs per monomer nHB (red spheres) decreases only slightly with rising
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force and saturates at a finite value at large force. In fact, for zero force the total number of hydro-
gen bonds nHB equals twice the number of water bridges (note that we plot 2nWB in Figure 6e)),
meaning that at zero force all PEG-water hydrogen bonds come from water bridges, in agree-
ment with previous MD simulations24,48 as well as ab initio calculations.25 For large force we find
nWB ≈ 0, meaning that all HBs come from singly coordinated water molecules. The replacement
of doubly coordinated water molecules by singly hydrogen-bonded water molecules we associate
with the entropy gain when going from gauche to trans: from the value T∆SDME ' 1.4kBT in Fig-
ure 6b) and the number of water bridges per PEG segment at zero force nWB ' 0.71 in Figure 6e),
we conclude that an entropy contribution of roughly TSWB = T∆SDME/0.71' 2kBT is gained per
released water bridge when going from gauche to trans. This is a very plausible value when we
assume that a water bridge is, due to double hydrogen bonding, restricted in its orientational free-
dom around one rotational axis: Using the statistical mechanics definition of the entropy change
of a continuous angular degree of freedom,49 we reproduce the estimated value of TSWB ' 2kBT
by assuming a rotational angle restriction down to roughly 50o degrees compared to free rotation
through 360o degrees, yielding an angular entropy cost of TSWB = kBT ln(360o/50o)≈ 2kBT . This
simple example shows that even moderate angular restrictions of molecular degrees of freedom can
lead to sizable entropy contributions.
Simple thermodynamic model for the stretching of solvated PEG chains:
We now establish the connection between the thermodynamic results for the gauche-trans transition
of DME and our MD stretching results for entire PEG chains in water. In Figure 5a) we plot the
force-dependent PEG solvation energy per segment
Usolv = ∆UDME∆φtrans( f ), (6)
which we express as the product of the DME gauche-trans energy change ∆UDME = 4.2kBT from
Figure 6b) and the force-induced fraction of trans conformations ∆φtrans( f ) = φtrans( f )−φtrans( f =
0) from Figure 5c), as a solid red line. The agreement with the PEG stretching energy simulation
data (red squares) is excellent, which demonstrates that the PEG stretching energy is a solvation
effect solely due to water-PEG binding. The blue crosses in Figure 5a) denote the energetic PEG
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backbone contribution, which is due to bond length and bond angle deformations. The PEG back-
bone energy is rather small over the entire force range and starts to make a sizable contribution
only for forces larger than f > 500pN, which confirms that the PEG stretching energy in water is
due to solvation effects, not due to stretching of the PEG backbone.
We furthermore plot
TSsolv = T∆SDME∆φtrans( f ) (7)
as a broken green line in Figure 5a), which is negative and describes the solvation entropy gain as
PEG is stretched.


























is the standard Langevin result50 for a rigid rotor of Kuhn length b under external stretching force
(the derivation is fully presented in the Supplement). We take for the Kuhn length b = 0.68nm,
and the prefactor a0/b reflects that in Figure 5a) we show all energies per PEG segment of length
a0 while the effective FJC model is properly formulated in terms of the Kuhn length b. The FJC
entropy contribution −TSFJC, shown as a dotted green line in Figure 5a), is positive and for large
forces reaches a value of 2kBT . Not only is the FJC contribution much smaller than the actual
MD stretching free energy (yellow data points), it also is a very poor description of the simulated
entropy (green data points). The sum of the solvation and FJC entropy contributions,
TSFJC+solv = TSsolv +TSFJC, (9)
shown by a solid green line in Figure 5a), describes the simulation entropy data fairly well for
small as well as for large forces. This graphically demonstrates that the almost complete absence
of stretching entropy effects in the simulation data at large force is due to a near cancellation of
conformational and solvation entropy.
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The theoretical estimate for the total free energy
FFJC+solv =Usolv−TSsolv−TSFJC, (10)
which combines the solvation solvation free energy and the FJC stretching entropy, indicated by
a yellow line in Figure 5a), describes the simulated PEG stretching free energy very well. In
conclusion, the FJC model is not invalid, but the configurational entropy penalty predicted by the
FJC model is almost exactly compensated by the solvation entropy gain at large forces. The main
contribution to the stretching free energy is due to the solvation energy, while the energy associated
with the stretching of the PEG backbone is in fact rather negligible.
Conclusion
We present a quantitative comparison of PEG chain MD simulations in explicit water with two
different experiments. AFM force spectroscopy on the one hand probes PEG conformations under
strong external force, light scattering measurements on the other hand probe the equilibrium PEG
conformational behavior in the absence of external stretching force. The quantitative agreement
of MD simulation results with both experiments validates the charmm35r force field used by us
as well as the general simulation setup employed. Our thermodynamic analysis of the simulation
results demonstrates that PEG at moderate to strong stretching forces acts as an energetic elastic
chain with only negligible entropy contributions. This stands in stark contrast to standard polymer
stretching models, which all predict the conformational entropy to be the dominant ingredient to
the polymer stretching response. We explain the PEG stretching thermodynamics quantitatively
by an in-depth analysis of the solvation behavior of a PEG dimer, where we see that water doubly
coordinates to PEG oxygens and forms water bridges in the unstretched gauche state. As PEG
is stretched, these doubly coordinated water molecules are replaced by singly coordinated water
molecules, which releases an entropy contribution TS of roughly 2kBT per water bridge. This
entropy gain of released water bridges almost perfectly compensates the conformational entropy
penalty of PEG stretching, explaining why PEG is not an entropic spring at high forces. On the
other hand, the energetic cost of destroying the water bridges is about 4kBT per PEG monomer,
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which quantitatively explains the energetic stretching behavior of PEG in water. Surprisingly,
the energetic contribution from the PEG backbone elasticity is rather negligible, so we find that
solvation effects completely dominate the stretching response of PEG to large forces.
Our findings have numerous consequences. Water bridges, which are the prevalent hydration
mode for unstretched PEG, have a high entropy cost and thus become unfavorable at high tem-
peratures. This explains why PEG solvation becomes unfavorable at high temperatures and thus
the tendency of PEG monomers to aggregate increases.26,51,52 Intra-chain aggregation induces
the collapse of single PEG chains, while inter-chain aggregation leads to the phase separation of
PEG gels and solutions. The thermodynamic signature of the water-bridge solvation mechanism
unveiled here is somewhat similar to the hydrophobic effect: the solvation free energy of small
hydrophobic solutes is maximal at a characteristic temperature and thus (for low enough tempera-
ture) increases with rising temperature due to the entropy loss of the water hydrogen bond network
around the solute.53–56 But the microscopic mechanisms behind these similar thermodynamic sol-
vation features are very different: While for hydrophobic solutes the solvation entropy cost comes
from water forming water-water hydrogen bonds around the solute, for PEG in the relaxed state the
entropy cost comes from the proliferation of entropically costly doubly coordinated water bridges
between solvation water and PEG oxygens. Thus, the mere presence of solvation entropy con-
tributions does not allow to distinguish hydrophobic solvation effects from the double-hydrogen
bonding hydration mechanism which is predicted when the solute bears hydrogen bond acceptors
at the proper distance.
Strongly stretched PEG structures are encountered when PEG is used as linker or tether.57,58
The absence of stretching entropy implies that the stretching free energy is rather temperature
independent, which is important for the design of macromolecular constructs that have to function
over a wide temperature range. In the Supplement we show simulated PEG stretching curves at
different temperatures and explicitly demonstrate that the stretching force at moderate to large
PEG extension is rather constant over a temperature range from 250 to 400 K. In future work these
simulation results shall be compared with AFM experiments at different temperatures.
The fundamental lesson learned from our studies is twofold: First, since polymer force-stretching
curves are rather smooth and without pronounced characteristic features, short comings of poly-
mer stretching models (such as the WLC or the FJC model) can only be detected if the two model
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parameters (contour length and Kuhn or persistence length) are determined independently. As
shown in the Supplement, the WLC model almost perfectly describes the PEG force-stretching
curve if Kuhn length and contour length are free fit parameters. In our approach, the Kuhn length
is extracted from the low-force stretching response and matches the experimental equilibrium coil
size. The contour length is a more subtle parameter, since in AFM experiments with short poly-
mers the polymer anchoring position on the AFM cantilever introduces an unknown shift of the
polymer end-to-end distance even if the polymer weight is precisely known. We here show that
the anchoring position can be fitted by comparison with the quantum chemistry stretching force at
high forces. Once Kuhn length and contour length are known and the anchoring position on the
cantilever is determined, PEG is shown to be neither described by the FJC nor the WLC model.
Secondly, deviations from standard polymer models, which are particularly large for polymers
that show conformational transitions upon stretching such as PEG (as discussed here) or carbohy-
drates,59 need not necessarily be linked to energetic backbone stretching events. Rather, for PEG,
solvation effects are pronounced and completely dominate over the backbone stretching energy as
well as the polymer configurational entropy.
We finally speculate that the water-bridge mechanism is also relevant for the solvation of other
uncharged polar polymers such as glycopolymers and polypeptides, and might be an important
ingredient to explain the often peculiar temperature-dependence of macromolecular solvation in
water.60,61
Methods
Experiments: Two sets of polymer-stretching measurements are performed to determine the force-
extension relation of PEG. For the first set of measurements TiO2 slides are prepared by sputtering
titanium on silica wafers as described previously.62 The PEG chains are grafted to the tip through
covalent bonds in a similar manner as described previously.63 Silicon nitride cantilevers (MLCT,
Bruker SPM probes, Camarillo, USA) are first activated in an oxygen plasma chamber (20W,
0.3mbar) for 15 min. Cantilevers are rinsed with dry acetone (VWR, Germany) and then incubated
for 10 min in a Vectabond (Axxora, Germany) solution (50 µl Vectabond in 2.5 ml dry acetone)
for silanization. Afterwards they are rinsed in dry acetone and dry chloroform (VWR, Germany).
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PEG-α-ω-Di-NHS (10 kDa, Rapp Polymere GmbH, Tübingen, Germany) is dissolved in dry chlo-
roform (2.5mM) and the cantilevers are incubated for 60 min. The cantilevers are now rinsed in
dry chloroform, ethanol and afterwards incubated for 1 h in dopamine solution (Sigma Aldrich,
1mg/ml dissolved in 50mM sodium-borate buffer, pH 8.1). The AFM force spectroscopy measure-
ment with the functionalized tip is carried out with an MFP-3D (Oxford Instruments) equipped
with a fluid cell at room temperature. The measurement is done in double distilled water on TiO2.
The tip is moved towards the surface at constant velocity, held at the surface for a dwell time of
1 s and retracted at a constant velocity of 1µm/s. The catechol group of the attached dopamine
adheres to the TiO2 surface so that the PEG chain is stretched during retraction of the tip. The
inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) of the functionalized cantilever is determined from the
indentation slope and the spring constant is calibrated by the thermal noise method according to.64
For the second set of measurements Pyridine-PEG conjugates (as shown in Figure 1c)) are syn-
thesized and surface films of the polymers are prepared as described before.27 In short, a 1 mM
solution of the polymer in water is applied to gold coated silicon nitride cantilevers (Olympus Bi-
olever A, Olympus Cooperation, Tokyo, Japan) and template stripped surfaces (JPK Instruments,
Berlin, Germany) for 12-24 h at room temperature. Afterwards surface and cantilever are rinsed
thoroughly with water. Experiments are performed on a ForceRobot 200 (JPK Instruments, Berlin,
Germany) at room temperature in Milli-Q water. Cantilever probes are calibrated using the thermal
noise method.65 Measurements are performed at various retract speeds ranging from 100 nm/s to
10µm/s on various spots of the surface. We detected no dependence on pulling speed (see Supple-
ment), indicating pulling in the equilibrium regime.46 Simultaneous pulling events of two or more
PEG chains are excluded by only using sawtooth-signals that do not show any additional peaks in
between half and the maximum linker length. Only the last peak in each force-distance curve is
taken into consideration for further analysis. In our analysis we neglect the effect of tilted polymer
stretching since the typical lateral chain dimension is much smaller than the stretched end-to-end
distance.
Ab initio calculations: The conformation of 2-methoxyethyl ether with constrained terminal oxy-
gen positions is optimized with the Gaussian package66 using the DFT-functional m06-2x67 with
the basis set aug-cc-pVTZ.68
Molecular Dynamics simulations: All MD simulation are performed with the GROMACS sim-
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ulation package.69 If not indicated otherwise the following simulation parameters are used: The
time step is set to 2 fs. The temperature is set to 300K. For temperature-/pressure coupling the
v-rescale70/Parrinello-Rahman71 algorithm with a relaxation time of 0.1ps/0.5 ps is chosen. The
pressure is set isotropically to 1 bar with a water compressibility of 4.5·10−5bar−1. All simulations
are performed with periodic boundary conditions in all three directions. The cut-off of non bonded
interactions is set to 1.0nm. Long range electrostatic interactions are treated with the PME method.
The length of all bonds between oxygen and hydrogen are fixed. To mimic the AFM-measurements
an elongated chain (H-[CH2-O-CH2]12-H) is placed in a 3.5nm x 3.5nm x 10nm box filled with
3970 tip3p water molecules. To equilibrate the system the minimization is followed by a 10ps
NVT simulation with constant volume and without pressure coupling and a 2ns NPT-simulation
with an isotropic pressure of 1bar. For the production run the first and the last oxygen atoms are
defined as pulling groups. A constant force between 1pN and 600pN is applied in z direction. The
pulling simulation is performed for 20ns up to 200ns. To check for possible hysteresis effects, we
determined the relaxation time of the end-to-end distance and the relaxation time of the number
of water bridges as a function of the applied force. For all systems the relaxation time is much
shorter than the simulation time, so that non-equilibrium hysteresis effects can be safely excluded
in our simulations (see Supplement for details). The first 500ps are discarded in the analysis. The
end-to-end distance is calculated between the first and last oxygen atoms and averaged over time.
For the low force regime a H-[CH2-O-CH2]24-H chain is placed in a 4.5nm x 4.5nm x 10.5nm
box. After equilibration a constant force between 1pN and 8pN is applied in z direction for 200ns.
The first ns is discarded in the analysis. The free energy F is obtained by integrating over the
force-extension-relation, while the internal energy U is determined from the interaction potential
between all components of the system. Hydrogen bonds are determined based on a geometric def-
inition, with a donor-acceptor distance of 0.3nm and a donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle of 120o.72
A water molecule that forms two hydrogen bonds with PEG is denoted as water bridge. To study
the radius of gyration, a PEG chain H-[CH2-O-CH2]N+1-H, with N=1 to N=23 is placed in a cu-
bic box of length 2.3nm to 6.2nm. To equilibrate the system the energy minimization is followed
by a 10ps NVT simulation with constant volume and without pressure coupling and a 2ns NPT-
simulation with an isotropic pressure of 1bar. For the production run a 100ns NPT simulation is
performed. For the umbrella sampling DME is placed in a 2.435x2.361x2.602nm3 box with 470
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water molecules. After energy minimization the box is equilibrated for 100ps in a NPT simulation.
Afterwards a harmonic potential with a force constant of 20000kJ/(mol nm2) is applied between
the oxygen atoms. The minimum of the harmonic potential is varied between 0.25nm and 0.39nm
in steps of 0.021nm. The simulations are analyzed with the WHAM algorithm.47 The first 50ps of
each simulation are discarded. To determine the internal energy two simulations are performed to
constrain the O-C-C-O dihedral angle to 0o and 120o with a harmonic constrain potential with a
force constant of 325kJ/(deg2).
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